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The Well Project is thrilled to announce the launch of Your Voice Counts! The Well Project's 2018
Survey!
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Please participate today!

The Well Project's mission is to change the course of the HIV/AIDS pandemic through a unique and
comprehensive focus on women and girls. We leverage technology to improve health outcomes and
increase quality of life for women and girls living with and vulnerable to HIV by expanding access to HIV
information, providing community support, offering advocacy and capacity building, and advancing the
research agenda on women and HIV.

In order to best serve our global audience, we need a clear picture of who is accessing The Well
Project’s resources, how people are using them, and what impact they are having on your lives. We
also want to know about information and research gaps that you are seeing so that we can try to
address these needs through our own programming or with our partners. This survey is designed to
capture all of this information, so please take some time to participate today!

In order to best meet the needs of our audience, our online survey is intended for those of you who
utilize our resources and participate in our programs (your experience is vital to the process). The
survey should take about 20 minutes to complete, so we ask that you find time in your schedule
to complete the full survey as this information is truly vital to our organization! As an added
bonus, 25 participants who complete the survey will be randomly chosen to receive $20 gift cards after
the survey closes.

Your voice is SO important and past surveys have guided our growth and many of the improvements
we've implemented over the past several years. Help us continue to strengthen our impact and expand
our reach, so that women living with HIV across the globe—as well as their allies and providers—can
access quality information, a supportive community, and advocacy tools wherever and whenever they
need. Please complete the survey and share the link with others in your networks who use The
Well Project's resources. You can also complete the survey below (not recommended if on a shared
computer or device). 

Thank you!!
Your family at The Well Project

//--> 

Create your own user feedback survey 
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